Vacancies
Think Silicon is one of the few companies worldwide that have the expertise to develop ultra-low power, highperformance graphic IP technology for mobile/embedded devices. Think Silicon is seeking for enthusiastic
engineers to join our team and accelerate the development of the next generation heterogeneous multicore GPUs
targeting the Wearable and IoT market.

Linux Systems Administrator
Job Description
Your main responsibility as a System Administrator will be to manage, maintain and improve our Linux servers and
appliance software platforms, perform hardware configuration and modifications, system capacity planning and
management, storage management, and management of user requests for services.

Required Skills:









Linux system expertise (Ubuntu), tools, and firewall including security management
Deep understanding of network and system administration, network configuration and debugging
Deep knowledge of mounting file systems using NFS is a must.
Understanding of naming services (NIS, NIS+, LDAP) in relation to user administration for accounts and
group.
PERL and/or Python scripting.
Build automation using shell scripts and python, or similar expertise
This position works as part of a highly interactive team. Strong listening and communication skills are
required.
5-7 or more years of experience as a UNIX / Linux Administrator

Preferred Skills:





Understanding of C/C++
Must be self-motivated and have a proven ability to work well in a cross-functional team environment
Must be flexible and able to work in a fast paced environment
BSCS or equivalent

Think Silicon offers:





Competitive salary
Great work environment
The opportunity to create world-class technology
Exposure to international standards bodies

Location:
The candidate will work in our offices in Patras, Greece.

Contact:
If you feel that you want to contribute to our company, you are welcomed to send your CV to
careers@think-silicon.com (Reference number: IT0x217)
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